
SM221 Calculus ill Practice Problems I Fall 2009

1. A 1x1x1cube"hascomers P, Q, and R as shown on the right.- -
Usevectorsto findthe anglebetweenPQ and PR .

2. a) Find an equation for the plane on the right which intersects
the x-axis at 2, the y-axis at 3, and the z-axis at 6.

b) What is the area of the triangle shown?

3. Let v=< 1,3 > and w =< 4,2>.

a) Findthe scalarcomp..v. b) Findthevector pro)..v.
c) Draw v, w, andpro)..v onthe sameset of axes.

4. Consider the two points A(1,2,3) and B(4,0,4).
(a) Write parametric equations for the line going through the points A and B.
(b) Where does this line intersect the y-z plane?
(c) Is your line in part (a) parallel to the plane 3x -2y + z = 2? Why?

5. Consider the curve in R3given parametricallyby x = cos(t),Y = t, Z= sin(t).
(a) Sketch by hand the curve in R3(3 dimensionalspace).
(b) Find the position vector, velocity vector, speed, and accelerationvector at

time t (r(t), vet), speed(t), and a(t».
(c) Find r(t), vet), speed(t), and aCt) at time t = Jt/ 4 and plot the vectors on

your graph from part (a).
(d) Find parametric equations for the line tangent to your curve at the point

corresponding to t =Jt / 4 .
(e) Find the arc length of the curve as t : 0 ~ 2Jt .

6. Statewhethereachof the followingis a vector,a scalar,or makesno sense:

(a) (a.b)c (b) _c- (c) a~b (d) (axb).lcla.b c

(f) a.(b xc) (g) (a. b) xc(e) (ax b) xc (h) (a.b)+c .

7. Sketch for each of the followingfunctions a graphs in R3:

(a) r(t) =< tcos(t),tsin(t),t >, (b) Z = y2 ,
2

(c) Z = x2 +L
4.

8. Astronaut Allan Shepherd once hit a golfball from the surface of the moon. If the
ball left his club going 200 ft/sec and made an angle of 45° with the horizontal and
gravity on the moon is only 1/6of that on earth, how far did the golf ball go
(horizontaldistancein yards)? Startwith accelii(t) andshowall of yourwork.


